VISUAL IMPACT OF WILDLIFE DIORAMAS ON PRIMARY SCHOOL CHILDREN AS EXPRESSED IN DRAWING AND CONVERSATION
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ABSTRACT:
This study analysed the drawings of animals and plants made by 7 to 8 year old (Year 4) children immediately before and after a visit to the dioramas at the Natural History Museum, Mdina, Malta. The objective of the study was to gain insight into children’s understandings of animals and plants, habitats and human constructed artifacts through observations of new dioramas of Maltese habitats at the museum. The theoretical framework draws on informal learning, constructivism and previous research on children’s understanding of the natural world. A methodology was developed to interpret the children’s drawings and to assess the differences between what they thought they would see and what they remember following the museum visit. The majority of the pre-visit drawing from the children showed expressed models of basic isolated animal outlines familiar to children in urban environments, with an almost complete lack of plant live. Drawings were flat with no perspective and context. The post-visit drawings were much richer in detail, number of items included and had a context indicating that children had accommodated some observations into their mental models. The drawings were analysed using a systemic network used to provide categorical data, with the ordinate categories of the network emerging from the drawings.
INTRODUCTION
This is a small scale research project that originates from my interest in science education at primary school level and particularly in the manner that children understand the natural environment through their direct experience of plants and animals. This study provides insights into children’s learning in such places as museums, observatories and nature reserves and to show that such activities need to occur on a regular basis (Carrier Martin 2003).

The main focus of the study is dioramas that are a particular museum setting in which preserved animals and plants are exhibited in a representation of their natural habitat. Our time of increasing interest in conservation and biodiversity calls for an expansion of natural history dioramas. Dioramas, unfashionable in the UK but valued in the US, are currently attracting fresh interest as exemplified by recently opened dioramas in the Beginnings Gallery at the Museum of Scotland, Edinburgh and new dioramas at the Natural History Museum in Malta due for completion this year.

The declining populations of wildlife and increasing urbanisation are reducing the opportunities for children’s direct experience of wildlife outside school, raising worries that the next, largely urbanised generation will have scarce knowledge and interest in wildlife (Huxham et al, 2006). This is particularly relevant to Malta, which possesses sparse endemic wildlife and over a third of its surface area is occupied by building. In this scenario, dioramas become particularly valuable to the urban community in constructing understanding of the different habitats and interactions between organisms (Tunnicliffe, 2005).

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Constructivism is a theory of learning based on learners constructing rather than absorbing new ideas, and developing or modifying existing ideas (Bell, 1993). This is done mainly through the reinterpretation of snippets of knowledge partly gained by experiences and partly by communication with others (Selly, 1999). Conceptual change occurs during learning when learners develop useful cognitive skills which are used to construct meaning from existing ideas (Bell, 1993). Catherine T. Fosnot (2005, p.276) states:

‘Most contemporary neurobiologists and cognitive scientists agree: Knowledge is actively constructed. The implications of constructivism for education, however, remain controversial’.
In recent history, the science education community has seen a shift from positivism to constructivism, which is the contemporary paradigm shared by most science educators (Tomkins et al, 2001). At the core of the educational process are the way learners are aided to construct meaning from new information and the way the learner conducts dialogue with the self (Tunnicliffe, 2002). Empirical work shows that students with constructivist-oriented SEVs (Scientific Epistemological Views) tended to show better science learning outcomes than those with empiricist-aligned SEVs (Tsai & Lui, 2005). This strengthens the current belief that subject matter should be learnt through learner constructed knowledge rather than passive reception.

Children’s learning about animals may be investigated by examining the mental models revealed through their talk and drawing when they come face to face with live or preserved animals. The mental model is the person’s personal knowledge of the phenomenon. This knowledge will in certain aspects bear similarities and in others differences to scientifically accepted knowledge, which in the case of this paper is the appearance of the animal and its ecological habitat (Reiss & Tunnicliffe, 1999). Children are mostly stuck by anatomical features while viewing animals. These features may be revealed from the child’s representations of the authentic specimens as constructed through the interrelation between the real object, mental model and the representation (figure 1) (ibid).

![Figure 1](adapted from Reiss & Tunnicliffe 1999, pg 143).

The representations may be written descriptions, verbal descriptions, drawings or three-dimensional models. In this context, observation emerges as an essential skill for scientific learning, which is here understood to mean active looking in search of understanding (Tomkins & Tunnicliffe, 2006). Tomkins and Tunnicliffe are particularly concerned that
present day science education is lacking observation skills in biological sciences and stress
the importance of the skill as follows:

‘Children’s observations attached to a search for underlying meaning develops
their understanding in a topic, particularly in biological ones, and will encourage
pupils to develop better science inquiry skills if they are allowed more time to look
and ponder’ (2006, p. 8).

Most of the methods employed for gathering information on pupils’ understanding of
scientific phenomena rely mainly on speech and writing. Very few empirical studies have
made use and evaluated the potential of drawings in elucidating scientific understanding.
This is not to state that drawing is necessarily superior to other means, but it does have
advantages. One is the relative ease of obtaining a rich mass of data that related to the
children’s mental models. Another is the international suitability of drawing that transcends
the huge diversity of languages (Reiss et al, 2002). Drawings may be as rich a source of
evidence as language and open a window on children’s thinking in all curricular areas. It may
also serve as an alternative to verbal expression for children that are often able, through
drawing, to show things that they cannot put into words (Lewis & Green in Bowker, 2007).
However, finished drawings can not portray the thinking, talking, social interaction and mark-
making sequences that form a fundamental part of the process (Coates & Coates, 2006:
p.222). Drawings may also provide insights into children’s cognitive, affective and social
development (Bowker, 2007). Unfortunately, schools tend to suffocate children’s natural
inclination to use drawing as a mode of thinking and learning. Many teachers consider
drawing a minor communicative tool, secondary to writing and speech (Anning, 1997).

**METHODOLOGY**

The quantitative analytical method used scores drawings using techniques based on the
Personal Meaning Mapping (PMM) developed by Falk and Dierking (in Bowker, 2007).
PMM is a constructivist method that recognises the visitor as an active participant in
constructing understanding of an exhibit and also in that it considers learners having
incomparable experience and knowledge. More so, PMM is a method that does not seek a
‘correct answer’ from children to demonstrate learning (Bowker & Jasper, 2007). The
method allows for the transformation of qualitative data into numerical codes that can be
statistically analyzed.
Research Design

Two grade 4 classes (7-8 year olds) from two different schools, a state co-educational school (school A) and an independent Roman Catholic school for boys (school B), were chosen. In both cases, the pupils are mixed ability and coming from the various social strata.

This research consisted of a three task process, pre-visit measure, the intervention (visit at the Natural History Museum dioramas) and post-visit measure. Data collected during the pre- and post-visit measures consisted of drawings and recorded conversations during the intervention (school visit). No control group was deemed necessary since the objective was to measure the effect, in terms of wildlife presented in them, of the dioramas on the children that had never seen them before. The post visit drawings were required to elicit enrichment in wildlife awareness following the observation of the dioramas. Interviewing the children about their drawing would have aided my understanding of the pictures produced. Diverse methodologies might disclose different perceptions and data collection methods can influence the type of perceptions identified (Bowker, 2004: p.232).

Pre Visit

A good understanding of children’s interaction with exhibits reduces time wasting on inapt methods (Lateveer-de Beer, 2002). Schools have been criticised for allowing visits lacking sufficient preparation, focus and review (Osborne et al, 1997). Children need to be acquainted with the researcher. Morrow and Richards (1996: p.101) expressed the point as follows:

‘Children are not used to being asked their opinions and to relate their experiences to unknown adults, and probably need to have some familiarity with the researcher’.

I introduced myself as a teacher and researcher and talked to the children about wildlife for a few minutes so that they could familiarise themselves with me before the visit. I explained what we would be doing and that we were going to visit the Natural History Museum that week. The pupils were asked to draw what they thought they would be seeing and were given ample time to do so. I stayed for the whole duration of the task which lasted 30 minutes. Pupils were allowed to talk to each other and to include any comments or labelling to explain their drawings. I interfered as little as possible, only dealing with any questions raised by the children. Children possess great capabilities in communicating through drawing that enable them to overcome language barriers (Mavers, 2003).
During Visit
At the Natural History Museum, I planned and carried out the following activities:
1. A short briefing immediately prior to viewing the dioramas.
2. The teachers introduced the children into the diorama area in small groups of 2 or 3 pupils at a time. The spatial limitations necessitated such small manageable groups to allow observation and enable adequate capture of conversations.
3. I audio recorded conservations using an MP4 device (inconspicuous and easy to carry), took notes were necessary and asking questions to aid the conversational flow and clarify points. I was careful not to intervene or lead the children unduly not to influence their thoughts and so diminish the validity of the data collected.

Post-Visit
Pre-treatment, post treatment single group designs are widely used, but are vulnerable to a number of threats mainly associated with events, apart from the treatment, that occurs in the time between pre- and post-field activities. After the visit, I again asked the children to produce a drawing which school A did in class on the visit day, while school B did the following day. I followed the same procedure for the pre-visit task, but now asked the children to draw what they had actually seen at the dioramas. Pupils used HB pencil, pencil colours and plane A4 sheet paper in each case. I asked them to write their name, age and school on the back of the drawing. These were collected and analysed in relation to the ones drawn prior to the visit.

ANALYSIS
The 45 pupils involved in the study produced a total of 90 drawings, one pre- and one post-visit per pupil. Drawings were analysed qualitatively for biological content and also quantitatively through a scoring system developed for this study. The scoring system was based on the techniques used in the Personal Meaning Mapping (PMM) methodology employed by Falk & Dierking (cited in Bowker, 2007: 82).

The drawings were analysed on the following themes:

a) Animal diversity: reflects the number of different types of species of animals represented in the drawings.

b) Plant diversity: reflects the number of different types of species of trees and plants
represented in the drawings.

c) Artefacts and physical features: reflects human constructed structures and the abiotic (non-living) aspects of the environment found in the dioramas.

d) Diorama features: reflects environmental and ecological representations that evidence one or more of the dioramas viewed by the children.

e) Non-diorama features: reflects biotic and abiotic items not found in any of the dioramas viewed.

The scoring method took into account the:

i) Occurrence: presence of the themes in the drawing.

ii) Variety: the quantity of different kinds of appropriate images for each theme included in a drawing. For example, in diversity, each type of species was counted as one point.

iii) Elaboration: the quality of the overall shape of the items drawn, such as detail of leaves, trunk and flowers, in plants or wings, legs and body plan in animals. The overall quality of the drawing was also assessed in terms of the different themes included, link between items in the drawing and evidence of diorama representation (table 1.).

Table 1: scale used for scoring elaboration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Animals – accuracy of overall form and distinguishing features</td>
<td>very poor</td>
<td>poor</td>
<td>average</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plants – accuracy of general form, shape of leaves, trunk, colour, texture, etc</td>
<td>very poor</td>
<td>poor</td>
<td>average</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall: general quality of the drawing</td>
<td>very poor</td>
<td>poor</td>
<td>average</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>excellent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Bowker, 2007: 85)

RESULTS

Qualitative considerations: pre-visit drawings

The children from School A drew mainly isolated animals of relatively large size. Most recognisable were birds, rabbit, butterfly, snails, rats hedgehog and bats, while the best drawn were the birds, snails, and butterflies. Other recognisable animals were snakes and insects, with some pupils writing names next to some of the animals. Quite a few drew vampire-like bats. A third (6/19) of the drawings shows evidence of environmental context, but ecological
relationships were barely evident in any of the drawings. Most pupils included a bird and snail (84%), rabbit and bat (58%) and a butterfly and hedgehog (53%).

Trees and flowers were the only evident plants noted. Human artefacts and physical features were rather sparse with 58% of pupils not including any such items at all. Main recognisable features were door, window, rubble wall, rocks, soil, clouds and the sun.

The children for School B also drew isolated animals with only 15% of drawings containing more than four animals. Most recognisable were birds, rabbits, butterflies, snails, starfish, crabs and bats, with the best drawings being those of birds, snails and bats. Recognisable others were snakes, crocodile, cat, cow pig and eagle, with 20% of pupils writing names near the animals drawn. A fifth (5/26) of drawings show environmental context, but no ecological relationships were evident. Most frequently noted animals were birds (73%), snails (31%) and others not found in the dioramas (65%). A tree was included in 5 out of 26 drawings while a flower was included only once. Very few human artefacts and physical feature were drawn; in 85% of cases none were noted.

Post-visit drawings

The school A pupils produced richer drawings of better quality with more recognisable animals and wider variety. Most drew a bird (84%), a butterfly and (53%) a cock and snail (47%) and different birds (42%). Other animals drawn were shells, rabbits, rats, starfish, bats, spiders and hedgehog.

More trees (53%) and flowers (42%) were included with almost all (90%) drawings showing environmental context from one or more dioramas. Most drawings (84%) had a clear diorama setting seen at the museum mainly; 58% yard, 47% beach, 32% field and 26% valley. Main diorama physical features and artefacts were a door, window, boat, sand, rocks and soil. Non-diorama items found were other animals, clouds and sun.

The school B pupils used colour in their post-visit drawings, thus making them much richer in quality. Again, better recognisable animals and more variety was noted. Pupils drew mainly a bird (73%), rabbit and bat (27%), and snails and starfish (23%). Relatively few (20%) drawings had environmental context from dioramas, while only 20% had a clear diorama setting. Very few trees and flowers were noted too. Dioramas seen were mainly beach, field and valley, with rubble wall, boat, sand, rocks, water and soil being the physical and artefact
features noted. Non-diorama items seen were other animals, sun and unusual things like guns and syringes.

**QUANTITATIVE CONSIDERATIONS**

**Variety scores**

Mean scores for animal diversity do not show a significant increase in variety in post-visit drawings ($t=1.69$, $>0.05$) mainly due to a decrease in the score for School A pupils. There was a significant increase however, for school B ($t=2.92$, $<0.05$). School A pupils showed significantly more variety in pre-visit drawings compared to School B ($t=6.09$, $<0.05$). However, there was no significant difference between schools in the post-visit drawings ($t=1.22$, $>0.05$).

![Variety: mean score for whole group drawings](image)

There was a significant increase in the artefacts and physical features in the post-visit drawings ($t=4.40$, $<0.05$) as a whole group, largely due to a high score$^1$ obtained by School A pupils. More so, there was a significant difference between the post-visit scores of both schools ($t=6.99$, $<0.05$).

---

$^1$This score seems abnormally high, but is due to most of the School A pupils drawing no or just one artefact item in pre-visit while including 3 or 4 in post-visit drawings. Pupils seemed to have greater awareness of the physical component of habitats after observation of the dioramas.
There was a significant difference between the two schools’ mean scores for the diorama (t=5.85, <0.05) and non-diorama features (t=2.21, <0.05) in the post-visit drawings. School A pupils’ drawings had more diorama settings than those of school B, while the reverse applies for the non-diorama features. The pre-visit drawings did not show diorama setting features since the pupils had never seen them before.

Elaboration Scores

This refers to the overall quality of the drawings in terms of animals, plants and diorama features. There was a significant increase in scores from pre to post-visit drawings for the whole group. The increase was observed in the animal (t=5.63, <0.05), plant (t=2.71, <0.05) and overall categories (t=3.78, <0.05).
Both schools A and B showed a significant increase in their post-visit scores for animals. School A had a significant increase in both the plants and overall scores but school B did not show any significant increase in either of these two categories.

**DISCUSSION**

In this study I focused on drawings and conversations as the primary data. Children were not probed to discover further knowledge and to add this to their drawings or to label items in the drawings. They were only instructed to draw what they thought they would see in terms of animals and plants, and then to draw what they had actually seen.

The content of the pre-visit drawing are an illustration of the children’s prior knowledge that they acquired from school and other resources. Pupils of both schools drew, in most cases...
less than four, isolated and unconnected animals. Results also seem to confirm that children’s aesthetic longing for nature is connected with the more prominent animals such as mammals and the birds (Kellert, 1996). The fact that few pupils use knowledge relating to habitats where animals naturally occur probably is a result of the predominance in science teaching on naming and categorizing organisms as isolated entities. Research has also shown that few pupils show an adequate integration of understanding of environments (Tunnicliffe & Reiss, 1999:146). Very few pupils included any form of plant life strengthening the view that plants are of no immediate importance to children (Bowker, 2007:91 & Johnson, 2004:79). The majority of children drew birds and animals including snails, rabbits, bats, butterflies and hedgehogs which were also the best drawn.

In their post-visit drawings, pupils showed some level of learning. Pupils produced better drawings, richer in quality and also in colour. There was no significant increase in animal variety, i.e. number of difference animals drawn. School B demonstrated a higher level of learning than school A, whose pupils came to the visit with better knowledge. Again, the pupils were less affected by the flora in the exhibits, which really did not contain much plant life. Nonetheless, more trees and flowers were noted in the post visit drawings, meaning that the flora had an effect, although not very significant, on the pupils. A marked difference was noted in the ecological relationships. Animals in post-visit drawings were incorporated into an environmental context as seen in the dioramas. This was more the case for school A than school B with only 20% of pupils of the latter showing any environmental context. This could have occurred since the School A pupils drew their second drawing on the day of the visiting while those is School B drew then the following day.

Pupils mostly drew the house yard, beach and field, i.e. the environments that they were mostly familiar with. Most interesting aspect was how pupils placed animals in an ecological setting and not as isolated objects. A significant increase in physical features is evidence of more environmental context in post-drawings. The School A pupils seem to have noted this more and incorporated it into their mental mode, better that School B did and falls in line with the Ausubelian maxim that the single most important factor influencing learning is what the learner already knows (Bell, 1993: 6).

This study gives an indication that, when allowed, children can reveal what they know and assimilate in their mental model through drawings (Bowker, 2007:94). One may see this from changes in terms of number of different plants and animals, better quality and richness, and
more environmental features drawn. Nonetheless, drawing is perhaps not an ideal tool for capturing all that children notice in museum exhibits. Conversations recorded show that children observed a wider variety of animals than they actually drew and mentioned animals that they did not include in their drawings.

CONCLUSION

The museum experience lasted for a relatively short time and limited space available at the museum to leave any substantial impact on the children’s learning. The museum lacks an organised and property designed educational programme, and the present dioramas are not designed and built with any such propose in mind. Some form of well-focused, enjoyable and engaging workshops conducted by trained staff would surely help to make the experience more educationally enriching. What we see, hear, taste, touch, smell and do gives us six main ‘pathways to learning’ (DfES, 2006). Therefore, museum exhibits should incorporate all these senses.

I could note that most children enjoyed the drawing activity and particularly the museum experience. Drawing on site would have been more appropriate but the museum is not educationally friendly in this respect. The time spent viewing the dioramas needs to be longer, while it was not always possible to capture all that the children were saying. Talking to the children about their drawing would be helpful in better understanding their representations. Drawings should also be analysed by other competent people, something that was not possible here.

Scoring of drawings provides semi-quantifiable data that help in interpreting and analysing of children’s learning (Bowker, 2007: 94). It is not right to reduce the complex and rich data found in drawings to numbers, while it would be equally unwise to draw too many conclusions from a relatively short learning experience. However, quantifiable data can be useful in strengthening the analysts’ interpretations and conclusions about drawings and also revealing more about children’s learning experiences. Results show that viewing of natural settings does affect the children’s perceptions and that these are, at least partly, incorporated in their mental models. Different children evidence this to a varying degree within their drawings. Triangulation with other forms of data would probably reveal more.
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